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Abstract Specific kinds of physical and biological systems exhibit complex
Mixed-Mode Oscillations mediated by folded-singularity canards in the context
of slow-fast models. The present manuscript revisits these systems, specifically
by analysing the dynamics near a folded singularity from the viewpoint of in-
flection sets of the flow. Originally, the inflection set method was developed for
planar systems [12,39,40] and then extended to N -dimensional systems [23],
although not tailored to specific dynamics (e.g. folded singularities). In our
previous study, we identified components of the inflection sets that classify
several canard-type behaviours in 2D systems [17]. Herein, we first survey the
planar approach and show how to adapt it for 3D systems with an isolated
folded singularity by considering a suitable reduction of such 3D systems to
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planar non-autonomous slow-fast systems. This leads us to the computation of
parametrized families of inflection sets of one component of that planar (non-
autonomous) system, in the vicinity of a folded node or of a folded saddle. We
then show that a novel component of the inflection set emerges, which approxi-
mates and follows the axis of rotation of canards associated to folded-node and
folded-saddle singularities. Finally, we show that a similar inflection-set com-
ponent occurs in the vicinity of a delayed Hopf bifurcation, a scenario that can
arise at the transition between folded node and folded saddle. These results are
obtained in the context of a canonical model for folded-singularity canards and
subsequently we show it is also applicable to complex slow-fast models. Specif-
ically, we focus the application towards the self-coupled 3D FitzHugh-Nagumo
model, but the method is generically applicable to higher-dimensional models
with isolated folded singularities, for instance in conductance-based models
and other physical-chemical systems.
Keywords Slow-fast systems · Canard solutions · Excitability · Inflection
set · folded singularity · mixed-mode oscillations · threshold
1 Introduction
Spontaneous and complex oscillations are ubiquitous in open excitable multi-
scale (i.e. far from equilibrium) systems with dissipative structures, which
are at the basis of living and many physical systems. The mechanisms that
underpin these oscillations challenge both experimental and theoretical devel-
opments and a complete understanding remains elusive. This challenge can be
appreciated for instance by realising that it was only until 1920s that Van der
Pol exhibited the first multi-scale dynamical system with a dissipative struc-
ture, while previous mathematical theories had failed. Only from the 1980s
some scientific and mathematical progress started to allow a full slow-fast un-
derstanding of such complex dynamics. Dissecting the mechanisms associated
to these oscillations will lead to improved technologies that replicate these
systems but with unwanted pathological states, for example via control. In
the present manuscript, we first survey the inflection set method for planar
systems [12,15,17,23,39,40] and then show how to adapt it in order to enable
the characterisation and classification of complex oscillations mediated by so-
called canards [6,31], which are trajectories that are sensitive to both external
inputs and to initial conditions despite not being associated with full-fledged
chaotic behaviour.
Canard-mediated complex oscillations and dissipative structures are de-
scribed by excitable multi-scale dynamics, typically expressed in the form of a
singularly perturbed ordinary differential equation (ODE) that can be written
in two equivalent ways as follows
εẋ = f(x, y)
ẏ = g(x, y),
(1) ε>0⇐⇒
x′ = f(x, y)
y′ = εg(x, y),
(2)
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where (x, y) ∈ Rn × Rm, f and g are smooth functions. The dot and the
prime denote differentiation with respect to the slow (t) and fast (τ = t/ε)
time, respectively, 0 < ε 1 being the small time constant explicitly added
in order to induce a timescale separation between the variables x and y. Ob-
serve that the two systems are equivalent as far as ε 6= 0. Such dynamical
systems have been successful in modelling many complex phenomena (e.g.
chemical reactions [11], neuronal activity [43], semiconductor lasers [33], ma-
terial science [42], astrophysics [34], etc.) where the timing and ordering of
various processes ensures correct functions. For example, in neuronal electri-
cal activity, single ion channel proteins change between different conformations
on the microsecond timescale. However, this conformation change is voltage-
dependent and stochastic and thus the opening probability occurs on a longer
timescale. In contrast, the timescale of the membrane potential that controls
the voltage-dependent ion channels is on the order of milliseconds. This mix
of various timescales appears to give rise to sudden, often surprising, jumps
in the state of biological and physical systems and, in general, to complex
oscillations. An illustration of this point is the electrical voltage of a neuron in
response to an input step current, which indeed induces transitions between
slow fluctuations and fast sharp rises (action potentials) as shown in Fig. 1
panel (a).
A large body of theoretical developments have been made in Mathemat-
ics, Physics and Engineering to dissect the mechanisms associated with these
complex dynamics. To name a few, this includes adiabatic theory (mostly de-
veloped in the realm of thermodynamics) [10], bifurcation theory [3], catastro-
phe theory [52], geometrical singular perturbation theory (Fenichel theory) [22,
29], geometric desingularization or blow-up method [20,31], matched asymp-
totics [21], nonstandard analysis [7], singularity theory [25]. These combined
methods have been influential in describing canards, which are one of the
fundamental dynamical objects that explain the aforementioned sudden (non
trivial) “jumps” in the state of biological and physical systems. Indeed, these
methods enable perturbative studies of the singular limit ε = 0 of equations
(1) and (2), where canard behaviour can be shown to appear, and then to
show the persistence of canards for ε > 0 small enough.
Surprisingly, a separate small body of research, initiated (to the best of
our knowledge) by M. Okuda [39], considered a novel route to the study of
excitability via the notion of inflection sets, yet without any links to canards.
We now survey this approach as it then developed, that is, in the context of
planar slow-fast systems. This approach focuses on loci of phase-space points
where the system’s trajectories have zero curvature, showing that these loci
play an important role in understanding the overall dynamics of the system.
In a general planar slow-fast system the inflection set equation is obtained by
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and subsequently applying implicit differentiation with respect to x assuming
that the inflection condition holds, namely d2y/dx2 = 0. Finally, rearranging
terms leads to the inflection set equation
f(fxg − fgx) + εg(fyg − fgy) = 0, (4)
where fx (resp. fy) denotes the partial derivative of f with respect to x (resp.
y), and the same for gx and gy. The solutions to equation (4) form the inflection
set in the (x, y) plane and herein we denote it by Iε.
Past the initial results of Okuda, inflection-type methods re-emerged through
the work of Peng et al. [40], who applied it to canard-explosive dynamics [11]
in the context of chemical reactions. Specifically, they showed that a compo-
nent of the inflection set (in 2D systems) allows to separate, in a loose sense,
headless canard trajectories from canards with head (these will be explained in
due course). However, they erroneously formulated a result claiming that ca-
nard explosions were discontinuous, which eventually was amended by Brøns
& Bar-Eli [12].
Similar approaches came later and include, in particular, the work of Gi-
noux/Rossetto [23], and Desroches/Jeffrey [15]. More recently, we took a step
forward in re-interpreting via the inflection set the concept of excitability
threshold i.e. a boundary between slow and fast transitions, as depicted by
the neuronal time-series in Fig. 1 (a), which we had previously shown to be
well approximated by so-called maximal canards [15,17]. Moreover, we un-
derstood that the inflection set can be expressed in the contest of singularity
theory where a distinguished parameter as well as unfolding parameters, in-
cluding ε, explain the geometry and topological shapes of the inflection sets
and thus enables to distinguish between headless canards and canards with
head via maximal canards (excitability threshold).
These results, summarised in Fig. 1 panels (b), (c), (d) were established un-
der a simplified neuronal model (i.e. a 2D FitzHugh-Nagumo model), although
they can be readily applied (via numerical treatment) to conductance-based
models (e.g. Hodgkin-Huxley). Specifically, the FitzHugh-Nagumo model is
well known to behave, for classical parameter values, as a type-II neuron
whereby its spiking regime arises, upon continuous and monotonic variation
of an applied current, through a Hopf bifurcation. Moreover, it admits a ca-
nard explosion along the branch of limit cycles born at this Hopf bifurcation;
see Fig. 1 (a) where two such canard cycles are shown, one with head γh and
one with head γwh. The same trajectories are plotted in phase plane (see panel
(b)), which shows that both canards follow segments of the cubic critical man-
ifold S0 = {f(x) = 0} (i.e. the fast nullcline, green curve in panel (c)) and
have both stable and unstable trajectory segments. Moreover, the inflection set
(traced in blue and superimposed onto the canard cycles in phase plane) shows
two striking features. First, it is shown in panel (c) that there is a segment of
the inflection set that approximates the unstable branch of the critical man-
ifold thus capturing the excitability threshold and indeed maximal canards
(i.e. canards that follow the entire unstable branch of the critical manifold).
Second, the highlighted grey rectangle in panel (c) and its corresponding zoom

























Fig. 1 Panel (a): spiking data from spiny neurons of rats’ neostriatum, extracted from [30]
(“Copyright 2004 Society for Neuroscience”). Panels (b) to (d): Inflection method in a
canard-explosive system, namely the classical FitzHugh-Nagumo neuron model: εv̇ = v −
v3/3− w + I; ẇ = v + a− bw. This is a type-II neuron, hence the excitability threshold is
not well-defined, however it is best approximated by the repelling segment of the maximal
canard, which can itself be approximated by one component of the inflection set Iε (blue
in (c)). Here we show two canard cycles, one headless canard γh and one canard with head
γwh, for which we show their v time profile ( in panel (b)) and their projection onto the
(v, w)-phase plane, together with the critical manifold S0 and the inflection set Iε (blue
curves) in (c). In panel (d), we show a sketched zoom of the inflection set shown in (c), near
the lower fold of S0; it has three connected components: two are homeomorphic to parabolae
and the equilibrium point (blue dot).
(panel (d)) show the key topological feature (in the sense of singularity the-
ory), which delineates the boundary between sub-threshold headless canards
(γh) and super-threshold canards (γwh), which effectively correspond to action
potentials.
Our previous work highlighted the strengths of the inflection set method.
Specifically, the inflection set approximates the Fenichel slow manifold [22] up
to second order in ε, and thus explains the dynamics along the perturbation
of normally hyperbolic compact subsets of the critical manifold. However, it
also goes beyond in that it also characterises the behaviour along the non-
normally hyperbolic manifold region where Fenichel theorems fail. In the 2D
case, this leads to the possibility of unfolding canards associated to the ex-
citability threshold. More generally, curvature-based methods [23] and similar
approaches such as the zero-derivative method [9] can approximate Fenichel
slow manifolds to any order in ε in general N -dimensional systems (even with-
out explicit timescale separation). However, they require a substantial com-
putational effort and they also produce many spurious solutions known as
ghosts; see [9] for details. Moreover, these methods have not yet captured
canard dynamics beyond van der Pol type canard explosions, for instance ro-
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tational dynamics near folded singularities (defined below) or the dynamics
near delayed bifurcations.
The present manuscript proposes a different approach, entirely based upon
the planar inflection set method which, as we show, can be adapted to tackle
certain three-dimensional dynamics that can locally be reduced to planar dy-
namics with a drift. In particular, we will focus on systems with folded singu-
larities and with certain types of mixed-mode oscillations (MMOs) [18], hence
showcasing how the planar inflection set method can give information about
a wider class of canard solutions.
MMOs are complex oscillations, whereby the time-series will have periods
of small and large amplitude oscillations as shown in the experimental example
of Fig. 2 as well as in the self-coupled FitzHugh-Nagumo model in Fig. 6 (b).
In the case of periodic MMOs, the oscillatory patterns can be characterised
by a pair of integers, namely the number of small and the number of large
oscillations per period, which follow the Farey arithmetic [35]. In multiple-
timescale systems with of dimension at least 3, MMOs are typically induced
by folded-singularity canards [18]. There are essentially four types of folded
singularities, namely folded focus, folded node, folded saddle and folded saddle
node. Herein we will focus on folded node and folded saddle as they are the
most important cases near which robust MMOs can emerge and are relevant
to applications.
Concretely, we consider a prototypical system given by an extension of (5)
of the form:
x′ = f(x, y)
y′ = εg(x, y, z)
z′ = εµ
(5)
where the (x, y) subsystem has a canard explosion. In this system there is a
folded node for µ > 0 and folded saddle for µ < 0. Since z is only a slow drift,
we can compute the inflection set of the (x, y)-system with forcing z(t) using
the planar inflection set method with an adaptation that takes into account
this time-dependent forcing. We then show that this inflection set captures
the qualitative features of the dynamics near a folded singularity. More specif-
ically, the topological shape of the inflection set includes an additional closed
component compared to the 2D case (where z is constant), in the form of a
bubble. We show that such bubble components of the inflection set not only
characterise the emergence of canards but also, in the singular limit, follow
(along time) the rotation axis associated with the folded node (weak singular
canard) and with the folded saddle (faux singular canard). It is known [49]
that near a folded node or folded saddle the dynamics can be, at lowest order,
considered to be a canard explosion with a drift along the fold line. In other
words, if the slow variables are represented as one that parametrizes the fold
and one tranverse to the fold, then the inflection set of the variable transverse
to the fold will in general give the same information as for system (5).
To best expose our findings, we will first consider a canonical 3D system
displaying a folded node or a folded saddle. We then show that the framework
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is suited to applications by computing inflection sets on a well-known 3D
excitable model, the so called self-coupled FitzHugh-Nagumo model [14,50].
We also apply the method to a 2 fast/1 slow system near a so-called delayed
(or dynamics) Hopf bifurcation [4] where a family of inflection bubbles exists
near the rotation axis of that system, which is consistent folded-singularity
dynamics as a typical transition from a folded node to a folded saddle is often
accompanied with slow passage through Hopf bifurcations [32].
Curvature-based methods, and more generally methods for approximat-
ing slow manifolds, have been developed for N -dimensional systems [9,26,23].
However, they have not been tailored to specific dynamics like those near
folded singularities. We show here that, modulo a simple adaptation of the
inflection set method for planar systems, allowing non-autonomous terms, one
can capture key features of certain truly 3D systems, related to their folded-
singularity-induced rotation axes. This approach is not restricted to simple
models and systems with explicit time scale separation (i.e. singularly per-
turbed systems) since it only relies on the differential geometric structure of
the system’s solutions. Hence it can be use for detection of folded node and
folded saddle singularities in systems without explicit timescale separation,
e.g. in the Hodgkin-Huxley model.
Methods associated to inflection sets go beyond what is presented here.
In particular, in [45] we developed a pseudo-arclength continuation algorithm
that detects inflection points of trajectories along solution branches. This com-
putational tool was then applied to a neuronal model of absence seizure that
explains 3Hz (poly)spike-wave electrical discharges as observed in electroen-
cephalogram (EEG) recordings [44,46]. The two key insights were: 1. Different
spike-wave patterns could be identified via inflections and related to a patients
EEG seizure recordings across different seizure episodes. Detected infections
could also be followed along a two-parameter bifurcation diagram, tracing
out a patient-dependent signature pathway. 2. The obtained pathway dictates
whether or not a patient is responsive to anti-epileptic drugs [38]. Beyond
neuroscience, the inflection set method could be applied in other areas, for
instance in Gibbs thermodynamics, which can be related to the slow limit of
adiabatic systems via the study of a contact geometrical structure [2].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show the
planar inflection set method can be easily adapted it in order to compute
time-dependent inflection-lines in minimal folded-singularity models. We then
study how they are related to special solutions of these systems, which are
canard solutions and act as rotation axes. At the end of the section, we briefly
show that the method can characterize rotation axis as well as trajectories con-
tracting onto it and at a later time (and location in phase space) expand away
from it, in a simplified model of delayed Hopf bifurcation. Then in Section 3
we apply this approach to a neuron model, namely the self-coupled FitzHugh-
Nagumo model. Finally, we draw conclusions and present a few perspectives
of the present work.
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Fig. 2 Experimental mixed mode oscillations corresponding to a recording of dorsal root
ganglion neurons of rats in vitro showing an irregular alternation between subthreshold
oscillations and spikes, which can then termed experimental MMOs; extracted from [1]
(“Copyright 2002 Society for Neuroscience”).
2 Inflection curves in 3D minimal systems with folded singularities
2.1 The minimal folded-singularity system as a planar non-autonomous
system
Here we consider a canonical three-dimensional system with two slow variables
and an underlying folded singularity (either a folded node or a folded saddle)
that induces complex oscillations. There are several theoretical machineries to
understand the transitions mediated by folded singularities but herein we will
show how the inflection curves of the flow of such a dynamical system can also
unfold them. To best convey this methodology (in an intuitive way), we will
dissect the slow-fast system and analyse the inflection set by simply following a
succession of elementary calculations. However, the same problem can be cast
in terms of singularity theory, which is mathematically more elegant; the key
elements of this approach are provided in the Appendix A. To this end, we first
apply this analysis to the following canonical folded-node model (expressed as
a singularly perturbed ODE):
x′ = −y + x2
y′ = ε(z + x)
z′ = εµ,
(6)
with µ ∈ R. System (6) is the fast-time system (fast time being denoted as τ)
where is x is the fast variable, while (y, z) are slow. The construction of this
three-dimensional system (and indeed the mechanism behind its folded-node
dynamics) is based on the idea of prescribing a slow dynamics on a parameter
that unfolds a canard explosion of a planar slow-fast system that possesses
a two-dimensional folded critical manifold. In this system, the prescription of
the slow-dynamics is given by constant slow drift (i.e. this is the simplest case)
and its sign determines whether the system is a minimal folded-node system or
a minimal folded-saddle system. Following the standard analysis in slow-fast
dynamics, time can be rescaled (posing t = ετ), which yields an equivalent
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system (for all ε 6= 0) in slow-time parametrization as follows
εẋ = −y + x2
ẏ = z + x
ż = µ,
(7)
where the overdot denotes ddt . The singular limit (ε = 0) of the slow-time
system (7) leads to the so-called slow subsystem described by the following
differential-algebraic equation
0 = −y + x2
ẏ = z + x
ż = µ.
(8)





else. Since the fast dynamics is enslaved by the slow dynamics via the algebraic
constraint (0 = −y+x2) then we can recover the hidden fast-enslaved dynamics
by implicit differentiation of the algebraic equation with respect to t. Further
projecting the resulting system onto the (x, z)-plane reveals the slow subsystem
−2xẋ = −z − x
ż = µ,
(9)
Note that this system ceases to be defined for x = 0, which corresponds to the
fold curve (denoted by F ) of the critical manifold S0. A way to understand
the slow flow up to F involves introducing an auxiliary system, called the
desingularised reduced system (DRS), obtained from system (9) by rescaling
time by a factor −2x. In this case, the DRS corresponds to the following system
x′ = −z − x
z′ = −2µx. (10)
where here the prime denotes yet a new time, corresponding to the singular
time rescaling mentioned above. This time rescaling introduces an equilibrium
for the DRS at the origin and its stability can be computed. However, these
computations have to take into account the algebraic constraint, in that the
flow has to take place on the critical manifold. These computations lead to
stability conditions that depend on µ through its eigenvalues λ± and associated
















Therefore the DRS (10) has at the origin a stable focus for µ < −1/8, stable
node for −1/8 < µ < 0 and saddle for µ > 0. However, note that in the true
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slow subsystem (9), this point is not an equilibrium. What is more, the singu-
lar rescaling has the effect of reversing the direction of the flow of (9) along
the repelling sheet of S0 compared to the flow of the DRS. This analysis gives
the insight as to why, in the singular limit, trajectories cross the origin in finite
time. Indeed, these trajectories, termed singular canards, come along the at-
tracting sheet of S0 and continue along its repelling side past the origin (that
is then denoted either a folded equilibrium or a folded singularity). Note that it
is known that singular canards are only possible in the folded-node and in the
folded-saddle cases, hence we shall restrict our analysis to these two scenarios.
In the case of a folded saddle, there are two types of singular canards. The first
is called singular true canard, which is associated to trajectories following the
stable manifold of the saddle equilibrium of the DRS (10) (i.e. eigenvalue λ−).
Alternatively, it is related to trajectories flowing from the attracting sheet to
the repelling sheet of S0 via the origin in the slow flow (9). The second sin-
gular canard, is called singular faux (“false”) canard, which crosses from the
repelling to the attracting side of S0 in (9) via the unstable manifold of the
saddle of (10)(associated to the eigenvalue λ+ and its eigendirection). In the
folded-node case, the strong and weak eigendirections of the node equilibrium
of the DRS at the origin lead to existence of the strong singular canard (as-
sociated with the eigenvalue λ−) and of the weak singular canard (associated
with the eigenvalue λ+) in the slow flow (9), respectively.
2.2 Special solutions of the minimal system (7)
Conveniently, although the minimal folded-singularity system (7) is nonlinear,
it has the double peculiarity that, first, it admits explicit solutions for any ε
(even large) and, second, it has explicit canard solutions for small enough ε.
This fortunate situation was first reported in [8]. In the slow-time parametriza-









zε(t) = µ(t− t0),
(12)
where t is time, t0 is the initial time and α satisfies the quadratic equation
2α2 − εα− ε2µ = 0. This quadratic equation in α ensures that (12) solves the
differential system (7). Indeed, the ẏ equation applied to (12) gives 2α
2
ε2 (t −
t0) = µ(t− t0) + αε (t− t0), which must be valid for any t, hence the quadratic











It turns out that these two special solutions parameterise the two canards
near folded-node or folded-saddle singularities (i.e. the strong/weak singular
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canards and the true/faux singular canards discussed in the previous section)



















z±,ε(t) = µ(t− t0).
(13)
This shows that these special canard solutions given by (13) have polynomial
growth and stay for all times at a distance of order α ∼ ε (for µ up to O(1))
from the critical manifold S0. It is straightforward to check that, in the singular
limit ε = 0, these special solutions converge to two curves traced on the critical
manifold with a linear relationship between x± and z± (satisfied for any ε)
that is given by x±/z± = (1±
√
1 + 8µ)/(4µ) = −λ∓/(2µ).
In other words, the special solution (x±,ε(t), y±,ε(t), z±,ε(t)) converges in the
singular limit towards the eigenline associated with the eigenvalue λ∓ of the
DRS, traced on the critical manifold S0. Specifically, two cases emerge:
1. The special solution (x−,0(t), y−,0(t), z−,0(t)) corresponds to the singular
weak canard for −1/8 < µ < 0 (folded-node case) and to the singular faux
canard for µ > 0 (folded-saddle case).
2. The special solution (x+,0(t), y+,0(t), z+,0(t)) corresponds to the singular
strong canard for −1/8 < µ < 0 (folded-node case) and to the singular true
canard for µ > 0 (folded-saddle case).
For small ε > 0, the special solutions described above still correspond to
special canards of the full system, namely the ε-perturbation of the singular
canards that exist in both the folded-node and the folded-saddle case. Since the
mid-1980s, it is known that in the folded-node case, the perturbation of the
singular weak canard, which for the minimal system (7) corresponds to the
special solution (x−,ε(t), y−,ε(t), z−,ε(t)), acts as an axis of rotation around
which all nearby trajectories rotate as they are trapped in a funnel region
near the folded node; see [7,18,50].
Amongst these rotating trajectories there are additional canard solutions
called secondary canards, which are the boundaries in phase space between
regions that separate trajectories with a given number of small-amplitude os-
cillations around this rotation axis (see Fig. 6 panel (c)). The maximal number
of small oscillations, which corresponds to the maximal number of rotation sec-
tors (bounded by secondary canards) is a function of the eigenvalue ratio at
the folded node (as an equilibrium of the DRS) and, hence, a function of µ.
More recently, it has been shown that there are also rotating trajectories and
secondary canards near a folded saddle. However in that case the axis of ro-
tation is the faux canard; see [36]. These results were independently shown
in the context of piecewise-linear slow-fast systems in [19]. For the canonical
system (7) that we are herein considering it is rather convenient that the axis
of rotation correspond to the same special solution in both the folded node
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and the folded saddle case, namely (x+,ε(t), y+,ε(t), z+,ε(t)). We will subse-
quently show that this special canard solution acting as a rotation axis can be
captured through an extension of the inflection curve method to system (7),
which locally describes any system near a folded singularity. Therefore, the
approach presented next reveals a geometrical link that pertains to all slow-
fast systems in the vicinity a folded node or a folded saddle, once represented
within an appropriate coordinate system.
2.3 Detection of inflection curves of the y-component
In this Section, we will adapt the planar inflection set approach to systems
with a folded singularity and show that a new component of the resulting
inflection set explains the axis of rotations of folded-singularity canards. Such
systems can be at first generally written as follows
εẋ = f(x, y, z)
ẏ = g(x, y, z)
ż = h(x, y, z),
(14)
with f , g, h being smooth functions and the critical manifold S0 = {f =
0} being a folded surface in R3. We will employ the same methodology as
developed in our previous work [15,17], which corresponds to compute loci of
phase-space points where system trajectories have zero curvature in a well-
chosen plane, but we will further extend it to capture complex oscillations
mediated by folded singularities.
To this end, we compute the inflection set of the y variable only, which allows
to locate the rotation region near the one fold curve of S0, in addition to
approximating slow manifolds as in [17].













subsequently differentiate the first equation from (15) with respect to x and
set d
2y
dx2 to 0 (zero curvature condition in the (x, y) plane), which leads to
f(fxg − fgx) + ε
(
g(fyg − fgy + fzh)− gzhf
)
= 0 (16)
Equation (16) is effectively the inflection set equation for system (14) in the
(x, y)-plane, which is an extended version of the inflection set equation (4)
computed in planar systems as in [17]. Indeed, here we must take into account
the fact that z also has a dynamic evolution. It may seem simplistic to compute
the inflection set equation only in the (x, y) plane, however this approach allows
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to reveal key information about folded singularities and associated rotational
dynamics taking place near them, as we next explain.
Systems with folded singularity are three-dimensional slow-fast systems
with two slow variables, yet auspiciously, near the folded singularity these 3D
systems can be cast (via a suitable change of variables) as a 2D dynamics with
a drift. Namely, the dynamics of the slow variable parametrizing the fold can
be assumed to be only a drift (ż = µ), which is why the minimal system (7)
is pertinent [18,49,50]. In particular for system (7) the equivalent of (15) can









− ε = 0, (17)
where h = −y + x2. Rearranging and simplifying results in a z-dependent
quadratic inflection equation
h2 + (εµ− 2x(z + x))h+ ε(z + x)2 = 0, (18)
where the general solution is given by h±(x) =
(





with discriminant ∆ = [εµ− 2x(z + x)]2 − 4ε (z + x)2. Note that z = µt+ z0,
hence the above formulas can also be expressed in terms of x and t.
2.4 The “bubble”: the central part of the inflection set
For a range of z-values (to be determined in due course), the central connected
component of the inflection set is homeomorphic to a circle, with two pairs of
fold points; see figures 3(c) and 4(c) for an illustration of this new component
computed in the minimal system (7) near a folded node and a folded saddle,
respectively. The fold points of this bubble with respect to the vertical axis
correspond to zeroes of the discriminant ∆ of the inflection equation, giving
εµ − 2x(z + x) = ±2√ε (z + x), where z is assumed to range from negative

















We first proceed by showing that the solutions to (19) correspond to the ver-
tical fold points of the bubble. This amounts to analysing under which condi-
tions the limit points of the bubble at x++ and x
−

































































Fig. 3 Folded node case in system (7) with µ = −0.025. (a) ε = 0: The green surface
is the critical manifold S0, the blue surface is the other (central) component solution of
the inflection set equation at ε = 0 (28), I0c . Their two intersection curves are the fold F
(grey line) of S0 and the singular weak canard γ0wc (red curve). The black dot indicates the
folded node fn. (b) ε = 0.01: inflection surfaces are plotted in magenta. The rotation axis
(magenta curve) is the weak canard special solution γεwc := (x−,ε(t), y−,ε(t), z−,ε(t)), lies
inside the central surface, which is made of the bubbles in every corresponding time frame.
The black dot indicates the folded node fn, the black curve Γ is a solution segment with
small-amplitude oscillations about the rotation axis (weak canard), and the other red curve is
the other special solution (strong canard) γεsc := (x+,ε(t), y+,ε(t), z+,ε(t)). The inset shows
a zoom near fn (corresponding to the dashed ellipse in the main panel). (c) Intersection of
the inflection surfaces with {z = 0}, highlighting the middle component (bubble); compare
with Fig. 9 (b) obtained via singularity theory.





+2εµ = 0. (22)
Simplification by
√
ε, squaring and reducing, yields 2εµ = 0. This shows that
the bubble shrinks to a single point only in the singular limit ε = 0 or when
µ = 0, thus recovering the results of the planar problem studied in [17] where
indeed the bubble component of the inflection set is reduced to a single point
(see also Fig. 1). Moreover, it can be easily shown that the only other possible
































































Fig. 4 Folded saddle case in system (7) with µ = 0.025. (a) ε = 0: The green surface
is the critical manifold S0, the blue one is the other (central) component solution of the
inflection set equation at ε = 0 (28), I0c . Their two intersection curves are the fold F (grey
line) of S0 and the singular faux canard γ0fc (red curve). The black dot indicates the folded
saddle fs. (b) ε = 0.01: inflection surfaces are plotted in blue. The rotation axis (red curve)
is the faux canard special solution γεfc := (x−,ε(t), y−,ε(t), z−,ε(t)), lies inside the central
surface, which is made of the bubbles in every corresponding time frame. The black dot
indicates the folded saddle fs, the black curve Γ is a solution segment with small-amplitude
oscillations about the rotation axis (faux canard). Finally, the other red curve is the other
special solution (true canard) γεtc := (x+,ε(t), y+,ε(t), z+,ε(t)). The insets show zooms near
fs (corresponding to the dashed ellipses in the main panel). (c) Intersection of the inflection
surfaces with {z = 0}, highlighting the middle component (bubble); compare with Fig. 9























respectively. Both these equations identically reduce to (z∓√ε)2 +2εµ = 0,
which only has solutions (for ε 6= 0) and µ < 0, that is, in the folded node
scenario. This indicates that, in the folded saddle case, the bubble persists
for all times and only shrinks as ε or µ tends to 0. Besides, for z = 0, the
bubble does exist and the four fold points x±± are clearly distinct (for εµ 6= 0).
Consequently, to determine the z-span of the bubble component, one must
seek the smallest z-value (in absolute value) such that two of these four fold




z− = −z+ < 0.
(25)
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(−z ± |z|) , (26)
which leads to two solutions x = 0 and x = −z. The first one corresponds to
the fold line F of the critical manifold S0 and the second one to the singular
limit of the rotation axis, as we verify below.
To briefly summarise, we compute the inflection set of the minimal folded-
singularity 3D system (7) by first recasting it into a 2D non-autonomous sys-
tem (15) and subsequently computing the inflection set at every z using the
method developed in our previous study [17]. We then show that there ex-
ists an interval of values of z for which this inflection set has, near the fold
of the critical manifold, an additional component shaped like a bubble. For
every small enough ε > 0 and every z ∈ (z−, z+) the family of time-dependent
bubbles surrounds the intersection point between the axis of rotation of the
original system (7) and the cross-section {z = z0}; see Figs 3 (b) and 4 (b).









1 + 2µ− 1
)
x−−(0, ε) = −x++(0, ε),
(27)
when the x-coordinate of the rotation axis is equal to 0. Therefore, at z = 0,
the rotation axis has its x-coordinate strictly located in between those of the
fold points of the bubble. By continuity, this persists for a (possibly small)
interval of z-values that contains 0. On the other hand, a simple calculation
shows that, for z = 0, the bubble is symmetric with respect to the x-axis and
the maximum and minimum y-coordinates along the bubble hence occurs at
x = 0 where they are equal to 0 and εµ, respectively. However, the y-coordinate








µ− 2µ2 + o(µ2)
)
ε,
for µ → 0. This shows that the rotation axis, in the t = 0-frame, lies inside
the bubble in the folded-saddle case µ > 0 (small enough) and slightly outside
of it in the folded-node case µ < 0 (small enough). In the ε → 0 limit, both
the rotation axis and the bubble converge to the singular rotation axis as
aforementioned.
In the limit ε→ 0, this bubble converges to the singular limit of the axis of
rotation, that is, the singular weak canard for −1/8 < µ < 0 and the singular
faux canard for µ > 0, for µ small enough. Moreover, the limit for ε→ 0 of the
inflection set gives two quadratic surfaces, namely the critical manifold and
another parabolic cylinder. These surfaces intersect along two curves, the fold
of the critical manifold F and the singular limit of the rotation axis (γ0wc) and
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these simultaneously intersect at the folded singularity (fn). This is evident,
since the ε = 0 limit of the inflection set equation (18) reduces to
h2 − 2x(z + x)h = 0, (28)
which results in two solutions, namely h = 0 that corresponds to the critical
manifold S0, and h = 2x(z + x). Thus, there are two quadratic surfaces that
intersect along two curves, namely x = 0, corresponding to the fold curve
of S0, and the curve defined by x = −z (x(t) = −µt) and y = x2, respec-
tively. Similarly, the singular limit of the rotation axis (as explained above)

















≈ −µt, µ→ 0.
This reveals that for sufficiently small µ (negative or positive), one component
of the intersection of the two inflection surfaces is the singular rotation axis
γ0wc, and the other component is the fold line F of S
0. Moreover, both compo-
nents intersect at the folded singularity (node or saddle) located at the origin
(fn). Figures 3 (a) and 4 (a) illustrate this finding. In the limit for µ→ 0, we
recover the result of our previous study, on the analysis of inflection set of the
2D (x, y) problem with z being a parameter [17]. Indeed, in the limit µ = 0,









− ε = 0, (30)
which is precisely the inflection equation for the planar system
εẋ = −y + x2
ẏ = z + x,
(31)
where the drift speed µ of the second slow variable z of the minimal folded-
singularity system (7) converges to 0 and thus z becomes a parameter of the
planar system (31). To re-iterate, this explains why the bubble component of
the inflection set of system (7) shrinks to a point as either ε or µ tends to 0.
In the planar system (31) this point corresponds to the equilibrium, which has
to lie on the inflection set by definition. In conclusion, the passage from the
planar slow-fast system (31) to the 3D minimal folded-singularity system (7)
through the add-on of a dynamics of constant speed µ for z, is felt in a similar
way at the level of the inflection sets in both systems.






Fig. 5 Family of y inflection curves in the simplified Shishkova system (32) for ε = 0.05
and α = 1. This shows that the 3D extension of the method inflection method also works in
the case of delayed-Hopf bifurcation systems and, more generally, in 2 fast / 1 slow systems.
2.5 Inflection tube near delayed bifurcation points
As was seen before, there is a new solution component to the inflection equation
near a folded node or a folded saddle. At the transition between the two,
there is the folded saddle-node scenario of type II, which is known to be very
closely related to a delayed passage through a Hopf bifurcation [32]. This
latter phenomenon has been widely studied both mathematically and within
the context of numerous application area, since its discovery by Shishkova
in the mid 1970s [48] and the complete theoretical proof by Neishtadt about
a decade later [37]. In order to explore the link between minimal systems
with folded singularities and systems undergoing delayed passage through a
Hopf bifurcation, we consider a simplified scenario for the delayed passage in a
linear where a stable focus of the fast subsystem loses stability and becomes an
unstable focus. This simpler system is referred to as the simplified Shishkova
model [27] and its equations read
x′ = zx− y + εh(z)
y′ = zy + x
z′ = ε,
(32)
where we choose h(z) = αz with α > 0. Let us compute the y-inflection curves
of system (32). Proceeding as before, one can write the z-dependent trajec-
tory equation in the (x, y) plane and, after simplification, the z-dependent












y + 1 = 0. (33)
Therefore, after some rearrangement and substitutions for dy/dx and dz/dx,
we obtain an implicit equation which we rewrite, after twice completing a


















−K2 = 0, (34)
with: K = ε2
√
(x+ εα)2 + y2. One can show that the solution to equation (34)
corresponds to a bubble (i.e. an ellipse) for z close enough to 0. In Fig. 5,
we show this family of bubbles for −1 < z < 1 together with the family
of equilibria of the fast subsystem of (32), which corresponds to the critical
manifold S0. A bifurcation in the fast subsystem, labelled Bfast, occurs at
z = 0 and destabilizes the stable focus equilibrium, leading, in the full system,
to a delayed passage through this bifurcation, which can be observed on the
trajectory Γ traced in Fig. 5. It is also clear from the figure that, for z-values
that are close enough to the bifurcation Bfast, the trajectory of the full system
stays close to the corresponding family of inflection bubbles. This behaviour
is certainly comparable to what happens to y-inflection curves near a folded
node and a folded saddle, as illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.
3 Application to neural dynamics: the self-coupled
FitzHugh-Nagumo model.
The insights of the previous sections leads us to now consider the application
towards a more realistic system, in particular, a neuron model that displays
mixed-mode oscillations (i.e. transitions between subthreshold oscillations and
spiking). Specifically, we consider a version of the FitzHugh-Nagumo neuron
model with an autapse (i.e. a self-coupled neuron) that was proposed to explain
experimental observations of neuronal oscillations that undergo frequency de-



























Fig. 6 Motivation to extend the inflection method to 3D folded-singularity model. We
show a mixed-mode oscillation Γ from the self-coupled FitzHugh-Nagumo model [14], both
in 3D phase space (panel (a) and panel (b) top for a zoom) and in time for the v-variable
(panel(b) bottom). Also shown in panel (a) are attracting Sεa and repelling S
ε
r slow manifold
computed in the vicinity of a folded node. The slow manifold rotate around each other and
intersect transversally along secondary canards γ3−8 (colored curves), which we also show
in projection onto the (s, v)-plane in panel (c). Each secondary canard acts as a threshold
between MMO with n and n+ 1 small-amplitude oscillations.
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described as follows
v′ = h− 0.5(v3 − v + 1 + sv)
h′ = ε(2h+ 2.6v)
s′ = βH(v)(1− s)− εδs,
(35)
where H is the Heaviside function and (β, δ) are important systems parameters
controlling the shape of the solutions. The v is the voltage, h is the gating
variable (i.e. has the same role as the variable w in the 2D FitzHugh-Nagumo
model) and s describes the synaptic activations. Note that the activation of
the synapse is via a non-smooth activation (H), which implies that an inactive
synapse leads to the synaptic activity only being governed by the term εδs.
That is, below threshold (i.e. sub-threshold), the synaptic activity is simply
proportional to ε, and thus overall, system (35) is a one fast / two slow smooth
system, which can be shown to possess a folded singularity and canards that
organise mixed-mode oscillations (MMOs) [14,50] (see Fig. 6 panels (a) and
(b)). The parameter β is the strength of activation of synaptic activity, which
ultimately controls the number of sub-threshold oscillations. This is achieved
by the fact that synaptic strength has the effect of perturbing the super-
threshold spiking activity towards a slightly different trajectory in phase space,
and due to self neuronal stimulation, this spiking trajectory falls onto different
sectors of rotation that control the number of sub-threshold oscillations (see
Fig. 6 (c)). These sectors of rotation are mediated by secondary canards, which
delineate the boundaries between different number of sub-threshold oscillations
(see coloured lines in see Fig. 6 (c)). Interestingly, depending on the sign of δ,
the folded singularity can be a folded node (δ > 0) or a folded saddle (δ < 0);













Fig. 7 Folded-node case for system (35) with ε = 0.003, β = 0.036 and δ = 0.565. Shown
are the critical manifold S0 (green surface), a selection of time-dependent inflection curves
(blue) forming the inflection set Iε, a MMO solution Γ (black curve) that contains small-
amplitude oscillations near the folded node fn, twisting around the singular weak canard
γ0wc (red), which is the axis of rotation in this context. The inset shows the v time profile of
Γ , which is indeed a periodic MMO.











Fig. 8 Folded-saddle case for system (35) with ε = 0.001, β = 0.036 and δ = −0.565. Shown
are the critical manifold S0 (green surface), a selection of time-dependent inflection curves
(blue) forming the inflection set Iε, a solution Γ that contains small-amplitude oscillations
near the folded saddle fs, twisting around the singular faux canard γ0fc (red), which is the
axis of rotation in this context.
the associated DRS, see [14,50] for details. Following the same procedure as
outlined in previous sections, one can show that the time-dependent inflection
set of system (35) captures the axis of rotation (weak canard in the folded-
node case, faux canard in the folded-saddle case) of the sub-threshold small
amplitude oscillations within this 3D FitzHugh-Nagumo neuron model.
To facilitate, we numerically solve this inflection equation (not shown) for
both the folded saddle and the folded node case, and in both cases we fix
β = 0.036. Fixing δ = 0.565 results into a folded node, thus the overall system
generates limit cycles containing small-amplitude oscillations near the folded
node as well as large-amplitude oscillations corresponding to spikes, that is,
MMOs. Further superimposing the computed inflection set as shown in Fig. 7
this confirms the observation made for the minimal folded-singularity system,
namely that the bubble component of the time-dependent inflection set “traces
out” the axis of rotation of the folded node cases for ε > 0 sufficiently small,
which corresponds to the weak canard. Equally, fixing δ = −0.565 leads to
the folded-saddle case, where trajectories may contain small oscillations near
the faux canard acting as rotation axis. Moreover we compute the inflection,
which is illustrated in Figs. 8. Here as well, we recover the analysis done in
the minimal system, whereby the bubble component of the time-dependent
inflection set “traces out”, for ε > 0 sufficiently small, the axis of rotation of
the folded saddle, that is, the faux canard.
Note that the analysis and computations done on the example of the self-
coupled FitzHugh-Nagumo model, works equally well in any three-dimensional
biophysical neuron model possessing a folded-node or a folded-saddle singu-
larity. In particular, one can think of the three-dimensional reduction of the
Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) model proposed in [43] where a folded node was shown
to arise once a timescale separation parameter was postulated. This model
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has a very similar geometry as system (35) and it displays mixed-mode oscil-
lations due to the presence of the folded node. Therefore, one expects to find
the same inflection set structure in this 3D HH, in particular the bubble com-
ponent following the rotation axis, even though the equation are substantially
more complicated than that of system (35).
Finally, another interesting direction for future work will be to compute the
inflection set structure in parabolic bursters. Indeed, we have shown in a pre-
vious work [16] that most parabolic bursting models, both biophysical (such
as the Plant model [47]) and phenomenological (such as theta-like models),
possess a folded-saddle singularity and that associated canard solutions or-
ganise spike-adding transitions responsible for the appearance of the bursting
regime upon parameter variation. Therefore, it will be interesting to compute
inflection sets near folded-saddle singularity of parabolic bursters and further
analyse the role of the faux canard as a rotation axis in this bursting context.
More generally, the information carried by inflection sets in the spike-adding
regimes of various bursting models is an application of the ideas presented
here that could shed further light onto such intricate dynamics, which have
not yet been fully unravelled. In particular, we anticipate that the approach
proposed here can be used to further analyse different types of complex oscil-
lations generated by folded singularities and associated canard solutions, that
is, not only mixed-mode oscillations but also certain bursting oscillations and
possibly more complex combinations of them.
4 Conclusion and perspective
This work extends the inflection set method for a class of 3D slow-fast systems
with two slow variables near a folded singularity of node or saddle type. To
achieve this, we conveniently use the fact that such systems, at least in the
vicinity of the folded singularity can be reduced to non-autonomous planar
slow-fast systems where the second slow variable acts as a drift (akin to a
time variable). This enables us to compute time-dependent inflection curves
and show that in comparison to the planar case considered in our previous
studies [17] the inflection set possesses one more connected component. This
component (computed for a suitable time range) is able to approximate and
track the rotation axis of canards near a folded node and near a folded saddle.
Moreover, maximal secondary canards (near a folded node) and maximal
secondary faux canards (near a folded saddles) form boundaries between so-
lutions with different oscillatory profiles, in particular with different numbers
of subthreshold oscillations. Therefore, it is natural that these transitions, i.e.
where a small-amplitude oscillation develops into a large-amplitude oscillation
and, hence, acquire inflection points, relate to an inflection-set component. In
the limit where ε → 0, such trajectory segments with small oscillations con-
verge towards the respective singular rotation axis. Consequently, the fact that
near a folded node or a folded saddle, the inflection set contains one component
that stays close to the rotation axis and converges to its singular limit, is to be
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expected. Yet, this fact was not been previously noticed and analysed in our
previous work. Besides, while folded-node-induced MMOs have been heavily
studied in the past 15 years or so and their associated dynamics is now quite
well understood, solutions with small-oscillations near a folded saddle have
only been discovered and analysed recently [19,36].
Therefore, it is remarkable that we can capture these behaviour with in-
flection type methods and this opens further avenue of research to better un-
derstanding their possible role in excitable models. We show that this method
can be used to detect folded-singularity canards in application that feature
MMOs trajectories. To show case aspects of this, we apply it to the self-coupled
FitzHugh-Nagumo. Noteworthy, the method could in principle be applied to
higher-dimensional systems that have isolated folded singularities, following
theoretical results from e.g. [13,51] on N -dimensional slow-fast systems show-
ing how to reduce to one fast and two slow variables locally near such singu-
larities. Such study would reveal the funnel structure near a non-hyperbolic
slow manifold in this local reduction to one fast and two slow dimensions.
A number of open questions emerge from the present work. First, although
we have shown how to adapt the inflection set in the case of folded singular-
ity to singularity theory (see appendix), a fully rigorous singularity-theoretic
treatment of our results goes beyond the present paper. Second, future work
should consider the folded-saddle-node scenario and the geometry of the in-
flection set near a singular Hopf bifurcation. Third, looking at oscillators with
slow external forcing using the approach proposed here could help shedding
further light on coupled neuron models and allow to explore their synchroniza-
tion patterns from a geometrical view point. The same approach could be used
to study adiabatic systems in thermodynamics. Forth, the present manuscript
provides a descriptive study of the inflection set but it will be convenient that
future studies establish theorems that could provide novel proofs of the exis-
tence and dissect the dynamics of singularity-folded canards.
On a longer-term horizon, we envisage a couple of interesting avenues. First,
it would be challenging yet fruitful to combine the approach proposed in the
present work with approaches based on Riemannian differential geometric tools
that make full use of metric tensor [28] to study non-hyperbolic slow mani-
folds. Second, it would be worthy to investigate higher-dimensional systems
with complex oscillatory behaviour from the inflection set viewpoint. Indeed,
provided the configuration and geometry of slow and fast modes of a given
high-dimensional system allows for the presence of isolated folded singular-
ities, then the approach herein proposed could in principle be applied. In
such a situation, this approach could potentially help to understand the low-
dimensional dynamics of a high-dimensional system near non-hyperbolic slow
manifold by finding the skeleton of funnels of rotating motion in these regions
of phase space.










Fig. 9 A replica of the bifurcation surface of a bifurcation problem case from [24] (case
8−, page 208) showing the possibility for a bubble to emerge (panel (b)); compare with
figures 3(c) and 4(c). The associated bifurcation equation with distinguished parameters is:
x2 − λ4 + α+ βλ+ γλ2 = 0 where λ is the distinguished parameter and (α, β, γ) are three
unfolding parameters. Taking different values for the triple of unfolding parameters give
the three dots labelled (a), (b) and (c) on the left panel, which give topologically different
transversal intersections separated by bifurcations.
A Singularity theory approach
We build upon our previous studies that established that inflection sets and their topological
shape changes (parameterised by a distinguished parameter expressed in the context of
bifurcation singularity theory by Golubitsky and Schaeffer) can characterise and classify
specific classes of canard mediated transitions. We extend our studies and show that a wider
class of canards, namely canards mediated by folded-singularities can also be studied by the
same framework. To unveil more information about the relationship between inflection sets
and the dynamics near a folded singularity (saddle or node), it is useful to evaluate the
inflection equation close to the folded singularity and along time instants t. To this end, we









(εµ− 2x(µt+ z0 + x)) , (37)












2x(µt+ z0 + x) = 0. (38)
Following from our previous studies, we recast equation (38) as a bifurcation problem with
a distinguished parameter, which leads to the case 8− (of the singularity theory) on page
208 of [24] as follows
X2 − λ4 + α+ βλ+ γλ2, (39)








α = (µt+ z0 + x)
2(ε− x2),
β = 0,
γ = 2x(µt+ z0 + x).
(40)
The topological shape of the solution to equation (39) is shown on figure 9. The figure
also shows the topological changes as a bifurcation parameter is varied. In particular, it
shows that when µ > 0 (i.e. in the folded node case) an additional closed component of the
inflection curve emerges, which corresponds to the inflection bubble that we have studied
in the present work and it is in contrast to the planar case where only a single point of this
bubble exists, namely the equilibrium point.
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